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IOWA ENTREPRENEUR 
10/1/19 – 12/31/19 

 
10/4/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000201) 
Discover how a fun activity led to a successful business, and how another entrepreneurial 
journey was launched after hearing a news story on the radio. 
 
10/11/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000202) 
Learn the stories behind “Speed” Herrig’s many endeavors, and discover the history of the 
largest employer in Denver, Iowa. 
 
10/18/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000203) 
Discover how a trip to rediscover family roots turned one Californian into an Iowa, and follow 
one man’s journey from athlete to entrepreneur. 
 
10/25/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000204) 
Discover how a health diagnosis led an East Coast art professor to becoming an entrepreneur, 
and follow one man’s journey from farming to building an international business. 
 
11/1/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000205) 
A summer job as a guide in the Alaskan wilderness led one college student to pursue his dreams, 
and time in the classroom teaching helped one woman find her true calling as an entrepreneur. 
 
11/8/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000206) 
Learn the history behind how a side job grew into one of the largest employers in Manning, 
Iowa, and follow the road from solving a problem in the medical industry to actually getting the 
product to the hospitals that needed it. 
 
11/22/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000208) 
From movie sets to speedways, learn about the Iowa company that has been there to make sure 
the lights turn on, and meet two brothers who credit their father with cultivating their own 
interest in becoming entrepreneurs. 
 
11/29/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000209) 
Follow an agricultural conservation company’s journey from relying on government grants to 
growing in the private sector, and discover the storied history of the Coca-Cola capital of Iowa. 
 
12/6/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000210) 
A family history of business ownership is helping one woman distribute her product in markets 
across Iowa and beyond, and a mission trip to Haiti inspired one family to help other people 
reach their mission work goals. 
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12/13/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000211) 
More efficient billing and coding processes has made this company a driving force throughout 
the U.S., and an idea for a happy coffee shop led to a franchise that’s popping up all over the 
country. 
 
12/20/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000212) 
Learn about an ammunition company that found the perfect fit in a small Iowa community, and 
meet a husband and wife who work together, using renewable energy to sow the seeds of 
peace. 
 
12/27/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000301) 
Meet two brothers who risked everything to start their own business, and a man who turned his 
love of fixing and creating into a manufacturing company. 
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IOWA INGREDIENT 
10/1/19 – 12/31/19 

 
 
10/3/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000808 - Cauliflower) 
Perceived as a low carb alternative to rice or other grains, cauliflower’s popularity has 

skyrocketed in the last decade. Carmen Black, at Sundog Farm in Solon, Iowa grows 

several varieties of this hearty vegetable and shows them off for us.  

 

Master Chef David Baruthio visits the studio kitchen to create a modern-day cauliflower 

risotto, and a delicious old home dish, cauliflower au gratin.  

 

Then a central Iowa program, Global Greens, reconnects former refugee farmers with the 

land so they can grow the foods they love. 
 
10/10/19 at 6:30 p.m.  (IAI #000201 - Apples) 
Iowa has over 140 apple orchards and almost every one of the apples grown at these orchards is 
actually sold in Iowa. Continuing her quest to discover tasty Iowa ingredients, host Charity 
Nebbe discovers the history and hard work involved in growing apples at an orchard in Council 
Bluffs. Chef Katie Routh from The Gathering Table in Orient shares some sweet recipes using 
Iowa apples. And we'll meet Beth Howard, author of "Making Piece." She lives and works in the 
American Gothic House in Eldon, teaching folks how to make pie. 
 
10/24/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000303 – Beets) 
These earthy vegetables come in unexpected colors with very distinct flavors. Beets are perhaps 
one of the most polarizing foods available.Everyone has their own opinion. On this Iowa 
Ingredient, join host Charity Nebbe to learn more about the beet. We’ll visit Table Top farm in 
Nevada. Then Chef Katy Meyer of Trumpet Blossom Cafe in Iowa City will bring new flavors to 
life by adding a fresh twist to this vitamin packed root. 
 
10/31/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000403 – Carrots) 
Vibrant in color, packed with flavor, and full of vitamins and minerals, the carrot is one of the 
more versatile foods you can pull out of the ground. On this Iowa Ingredient, join host Charity 
Nebbe to learn more about the carrot from Iowa’s own “Carrot King.” Then chefs Jay Schworn 
and Eric Menzel, from Salt Fork Kitchen in Solon, will bring new flavors to life by creating some 
sweet and savory dishes using carrots. 
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11/7/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000512 – Brussel Sprouts) 
It may not surprise you to hear that several years ago, Brussels sprouts were said to be one of 
the most-hated vegetables in America. But this Barbie-sized cabbage is actually just 
misunderstood. It can be grown most anywhere and if cooked properly, such as roasting, stir 
frying, steaming or even boiling – this veggie can be incredibly flavorful. On this Iowa Ingredient, 
join host Charity Nebbe as we visit Bloomin’ Wooly Acres in Nashua to learn what’s involved in 
growing Brussels sprouts. Then Chef Paul Durr from Prairie Canary in Grinnell will stop by the 
studio kitchen and show us some unique ways to cook with Brussels sprouts. 
 
11/14/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000610 – Sweet Potatoes) 
Just outside of Grinnell, Middle Way Farm tops the charts in growing impressively-sized, 

and flavorful, sweet potatoes. Learn how they do it. And Chef Walter Jahncke from The 

Northside Cafe in Winterset joins host Charity Nebbe in our studio kitchen to prepare two 

unforgettable sweet potato recipes: a sweet potato burrito, and a sweet potato crème 

brûlée!  

Plus, the Elliott Test Kitchen in Fort Madison combines homework and cooking skills in 

a clever after school program. 
 
11/21/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000701 – Thanksgiving Special) 
It's a warm family celebration when host Charity Nebbe invites her husband and two children to 
cook their favorite Thanksgiving recipes in the studio kitchen with her. Dishes like mushroom 
gravy. crescent rolls, chocolate pecan pie, and pie dough cookies are on the menu! Plus, a 
designer gives expert tips for setting the perfect Thanksgiving table. Enjoy the holiday with us on 
Iowa Ingredient! 
 
11/28/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000604 – Arugula) 
“Arugula thrives on abuse,” according to successful arugula grower Carl Glanzman from 

Nishnabotna Naturals in Oakland, Iowa. On this episode, we’ll learn how arugula can 

handle growing amongst the weeds, and how its unique shape and flavor can add 

delicious layers to salads and other dishes when Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet 

Blossom Cafe in Iowa City comes to cook with us in our studio kitchen.  

We’ll also explore the life of a vegetable grower when Danelle Myer of One Farm in 

Logan documents her growing season for us. 
 
12/5/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000901 – French Holiday) 
In the spirit of iconic PBS Chef Julia Child, Iowa Ingredient will celebrate the holidays by going gourmet. 

Iowa’s own French master chef, David Baruthio, enlightens and empowers us to cook Julia Child’s famous 

beef burgundy, and some other French-inspired holiday dishes, when he joins host Charity Nebbe in our 

festive studio kitchen. 

It’s a fancy French holiday celebration on Iowa Ingredient! 
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12/12/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000802 – Holiday Cookies Special) 
Cookies are a warm holiday tradition for many Iowa families. Join Charity Nebbe as she talks 
with central Iowa Chef Terrie Kohl about the nuances of throwing a holiday cookie party. Bakery 
experts Juli Hardin from Marion, and Tiphanie Cannon from Davenport, bake some delectable 
and beautiful holiday treats like molasses crackle cookies,rosette cookies, and a rich twist on the 
classic sugar cookie. Get in the holiday spirit with us on a sparkling cookie special from Iowa 
Ingredient! 
 
12/19/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000301 – Holiday Special) 
Pie bakers from “All About Pie” in Monroe, Iowa, teach viewers how to bake an impressive 
holiday-inspired pie while Personal Chef Gaby Wier serves up some creative holiday recipes. And 
even in the winter, Iowans can find fresh, local ingredients. Find out how. 
 
12/26/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000801 – Holiday Brunch Special) 
In this brand new holiday special, host Charity Nebbe invites some of the Iowa Ingredient 

chefs to the studio kitchen to cook savory and sweet dishes for holiday brunch! Chef Julie 

Schoenherr from Sioux City prepares an easy breakfast lasagna with a homemade sauce. 

Des Moines Master Chef David Baruthio teaches us how to make an amazing breakfast 

quiche. Mixologist Jason Garnett whips up some refreshing holiday cocktails. And Chef 

Terrie Kohl makes a melt-in-your-mouth caramel apple bread pudding.  

It's time to gather around the table to share holiday brunch with Charity and our talented 

local chefs on Iowa Ingredient! 
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IOWA OUTDOORS 
10/1/19 – 12/31/19 

 
10/2/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000706) 
Get outside and enjoy Iowa’s public resources during a new event mixing craft beer and fishing, 
follow the aquatic comeback of the lake that honors an Iowa conservation icon and join 
photographers on a summertime prairie adventure. 
 
10/9/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000802) 
Paddle along on a Mississippi River canoe adventure, snag the unique paddlefish along the 
Missouri River and spend time with the diehard Decorah Eagle fan base. 
 
10/16/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000709) 
Experience trap shooting, and journey along the Mississippi River from LeClaire to Dubuque and 
back again on Iowa’s Twilight Cruise. 
 
10/23/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000702) 
Jump aboard ATVs in Fort Dodge, explore Iowa’s abandoned mines and venture near the 
outdoor environments of Council Bluffs with photographer Buck Christensen. 
 
10/30/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000809) 
Traverse newly reclaimed wetlands across the state. Row out into the Mississippi River Pools for 
a unique fishing opportunity. Record the natural sounds of Iowa’s Great Lakes region. 
 
11/6/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000407) 
Coming up on our autumn edition of Iowa Outdoors… We explore the landmarks of Madison 
County on our state’s latest water trail, investigate the peculiar habits of the turkey vulture, and 
go airborne for a photographic vista above the Mississippi River. 
 
11/13/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000305) 
Iowa Outdoors ventures out after sunset to one of the best stargazing locations in Iowa. We 
explore the Mines of Spain along the Mississippi River and follow the raptor recovery efforts of 
our state's avian specialists. And Dan Wardell discovers the inner-workings of Iowa State 
University’s traveling Insect Zoo. 
 
11/20/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000601) 
Whether biking, gliding, blading or zip-lining, Iowa can be an extreme place for outdoor 
adventure. See Iowans enjoy our newest mountain biking trails, traverse the Iowa skies with a 
parachute and large fan strapped to your back, feel the adrenaline rush of Iowa’s skate parks 
and hold on for dear life while racing through an eastern Iowa zip line course. 
 
11/27/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000701) 
Climb wind turbines in Greene County, paddle the marshes of northeast Iowa and explore the 
digital mapping of Iowa’s rapidly expanding outdoors trail system. 
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12/4/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000710) 
See a reenactment of how ice used to be harvested, Learn about the annual DNR hike and all the 
work that goes into creating our state trails, meet a photographer who moderates outdoor 
photos for an audience of thousands, and join a crew of kids learning what it takes to survive in 
the wild. 
 
12/11/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000508) 
Join hosts Scott Siepker and Kellie Kramer as they travel around Iowa learning about outdoor 
recreation, environmental issues, conservation initiatives and Iowa's natural resources. 
 
12/18/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000803) 
Travel to Decorah for an eaglet capture adventure, spend some quality time with the DNR Law 
Enforcement team and experience a prairie walk in central Iowa. 
 
12/25/19 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000408) 
On our winter edition of Iowa Outdoors, we go underneath the ice for our most dangerous 
adventure yet. And we’ll head to Clear Lake where low temperatures draw hundreds to an 
annual kite festival. 
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IOWA PRESS 
10/1/19 – 12/31/19 

 
IP #4707 – 10/4/19 – Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) will discuss the 2020 race for president 
as she campaigns ahead of the Iowa caucuses. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Clay Masters, political reporter and Morning Edition host at Iowa Public 
Radio. 
 
IP #4708 – 10/11/19 – Reporter’s Roundtable 
This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of Iowa political reporters for a roundtable 
discussion about the Iowa caucuses, Congressional races and the Iowa Legislature. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau 
chief for Lee Enterprises, and Caroline Cummings, political reporter for Sinclair Broadcast Group. 
 
IP #4709 – 10/18/19  - Iowa Caucuses and 2020 Elections 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Pat Rynard, founder of Iowa Starting Line, and Craig Robinson, 
founder of the TheIowaRepublican.com, will discuss upcoming Iowa caucuses and the 2020 
elections. Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news 
director for Radio Iowa, and James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette. 
 
IP #4710 – 10/25/19  - Rep. Pat Grassley (R-New Hartford) 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Rep. Pat Grassley (R-New Hartford), Speaker-select of the Iowa 
House of Representatives will discuss his priorities in his new leadership role and the Republican 
agenda for the upcoming legislative session.  
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 
 
IP #4711 – 11/1/19 – Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ) 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Sen. Cory Booker (D-NJ) will discuss the 2020 race for president as he 
campaigns ahead of the Iowa caucuses. 
Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa Press 
table will be James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines 
bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 
 
IP #4712 – 11/8/19 – - Reporter’s Roundtable 
This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of Iowa political reporters for a roundtable 
discussion about the Iowa caucuses and state politics. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises, Brianne Pfannenstiel, 
chief political reporter for The Des Moines Register, and Caroline Cummings, Statehouse 
reporter for Sinclair Broadcast Group. 
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IP #4713 – 11/15/19  -- Reporter’s Roundtable 
This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of political journalists for a roundtable discussion 
about the Iowa caucuses and state politics.  
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be James Lynch, political reporter 
for The Gazette, Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises, Dave Price, political 
director for WHO-TV, and Annah Backstrom Aschbrenner, 2020 editor for USA TODAY. 
 
IP #4714 – 11/22/19 – Political Bloggers 
This week’s Iowa Press will gather a pair of Iowans covering local, state and national politics. 
Laura Belin, editor of Bleeding Heartland, and Shane Vander Hart, editor of Caffeinated 
Thoughts, will discuss the upcoming Iowa caucuses, the 2020 Iowa legislative session and the 
2020 elections. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau 
chief for Lee Enterprises, and David Pitt, political reporter for the Associated Press. 
 
IP #4715 – 11/29/19 – Reporter’s Roundtable 
This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel Iowa journalists covering rural and small or medium 
markets across the state. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Art Cullen, co-owner and editor 
of The Storm Lake Times; Doug Burns, co-owner of the Carroll Times Herald; Bob Leonard, 
special news editor of KNIA/KLRS Radio in Knoxville and Pella; and Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa. 
 
IP #4716 – 12/6/19 – Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) will discuss his presidential campaign 
ahead of the Iowa caucuses. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette. 
 
IP #4717 – 12/13/19 – Sen. Jack Whitver (R-Ankeny) 
On this week’s Iowa Press, Sen. Jack Whitver (R-Ankeny), Iowa Senate Majority Leader, will 
discuss his goals and priorities for the upcoming legislative session. 
Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Katarina Sostaric, state government reporter for Iowa Public Radio. 
 
IP #4718 – 12/20/19 -  Dave Peterson and Donna Hoffman 
On this week's program Dave Peterson, professor of political science and Whitaker-Lindgren Faculty 

Fellow at Iowa State University, and professor of political science at the University of Northern Iowa, will 

discuss the 2020 race for president and the Iowa caucuses. Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa 

Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, and Clay Masters, political reporter and 

Morning Edition host at Iowa Public Radio.  

IP #4719 – 12/27/19 – Political Roundtable 
On this week's program we will convene a panel of political journalists for a roundtable 
discussion about state politics and the upcoming legislative session. Joining moderator David 
Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa; Erin 
Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises; and Caroline Cummings, Statehouse 
reporter for Sinclair Broadcast Group. 
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KIDS CLUBHOUSE ADVENTURES 
 

10/1/19 – 12/31/19 
 

10/4/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #407 – Maps & Navigation 
Maps help us understand what’s happening in the space around us. On this episode of the KIDS 
Clubhouse, Abby Brown gets up and moving with some kids for a fun geocaching activity. Kids 
create maps to find a secret treasure in their library. Dan Wardell and DanBot go on a pirate 
adventure. And Granny Wilma volunteers to help out with some scientific research. Join in the 
adventures with the KIDS Clubhouse gang! 
 
10/11/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #408 – Citizenship 
Citizenship means being an active member of your community and your country. On this 
episode of the KIDS Clubhouse, DanBot wants to become President of the Universe. Some 
library kids make their own flag designs. And Abby Brown joins some kids in being good citizens 
by actively helping out at school. Plus, Doctor Notable sings a song about Calico Kitty City. 
 
10/18/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #406 – Paper 
Paper comes from trees. It can also come from recycling used paper. On this episode of the KIDS 
Clubhouse, co-hosts Dan Wardell and Abby Brown, along with DanBot and their other puppet 
friends, unfold the world of paper. Kids make their own newspapers and tell Dan all about it. 
Abby and some kids plant trees. And Mr. Fuzzy Wuzz competes in the game show Phones, 
Phones, Phones! 
 
10/25/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #308 – Weather 
A tornado touches down near the Clubhouse. No worries, Dan Wardell, DanBot, and the rest of 
the Clubhouse family are safe from the storm. As they pick up the pieces, they realize an 
important lesson: people are more important than possessions. Abby Brown enjoys a winter 
wonderland as she teaches us about the freezing point and how to identify it on a thermometer. 
And Doctor Notable sings about the heroes of a snow storm: the snow plow drivers. 
 
11/1/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #404 – Storytelling 
DanBot tells Dan quite a story about a Bigfoot who sells pizzas. Abby interviews a colorful 
character about the time raccoons took over the bowling alley. Max returns to the land of 
cardboard for a brand new adventure. 
 
11/8/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #303 – Theater 
Learn what happens during a theater performance on stage, and behind the scenes, too. Dan 
Wardell and DanBot have roles in Fancy Frog’s new play, while Abby Brown takes the stage with 
some young friends to learn about acting. Plus, Doctor Notable pays tribute to “Opera Frog!” 
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11/15/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #204 – Communication 
Whether we use spoken language, body language, or even drawings, communicating is 
something we all do every day! Dan Wardell and DanBot discover written clues that lead them 
on a fun adventure. Abby Brown learns American Sign Language. And Doctor Notable 
contemplates a World Without Vowels with a song all about it. 
 
11/22/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #402 – Games 
Dan and DanBot play a rousing game of hide and seek. Abby experiences a creative way to play 
Rock, Paper, Scissors. A feisty squirrel gives Max an idea for an exciting new activity. 
 
11/29/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #401 – Celebrations 
Dan plans a surprise birthday party for DanBot and everyone is invited. Abby explores the 
different ways families celebrate together. Library patrons write letters to honor their favorite 
librarian. 
 
12/6/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #307 – Cooking 
DanBot has a delicious idea. He’s going to bake cookies in the Clubhouse. But he unknowingly 
summons a visit from the sometimes-intimidating Big Cookie! Abby Brown explores different 
aspects of cooking, then joins Dan Wardell for a new talk show called Too Much Ham. Max uses 
his imagination to open a restaurant, and Doctor Notable tells us to “Keep on Cookin’.” 
 
12/13/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. – IPTV Kids Clubhouse #110 – Puppets 
The Kids Clubhouse puppets are confused. Are they all puppets or humans? Host Dan Wardell 
and co-host Abby Brown untangle the confusion by showing everyone what a puppet is, how 
puppets work and how creative and fun puppets can be! 
 
12/20/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - IPTV Kids Clubhouse #208 – Outside Fun 
DanBot is bored! Dan Wardell reminds his robot buddy of all the fun to be had outside. Kids 
have a world of adventures waiting for them. There’s canoeing, frisbee golf, and lots more! Tune 
in to see fun outdoors clips from previous Clubhouse episodes, then go outside and play for 
yourself! 
 
12/27/19 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - IPTV Kids Clubhouse #101 – Art 
Come along with hosts Dan Wardell, Abby Brown and their puppet friends as they explore the 
creative world of art. It's an imaginative adventure as they meet an illustrator, a sculptor and 
some impressive kid artists too! 
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MARKET TO MARKET 
10/1/19 – 12/31/19 

 
 
MTM #4507 – 10/4/19 at 8 p.m. 
A slow start to harvest collides with a USDA surprise. 
Our analysts discuss the details at our Fall Roundtable  
Naomi Blohm, Elaine Kub, Darin Newsom, and Ted Seifried. 
 
MTM #4508 - 10/11/19 at 8 p.m. 
An early winter slams the plains. 
The U.S. signs one accord as larger deals remain undone. 
The wind industry tackles trouble on two fronts. 
And market analysis with Tomm Pfitzenmaier. 
 
MTM #4509 - 10/18/19 at 8 p.m. 
The renewable fuels industry gets whiplash… 
The winner of the 2019 World Food Prize breeds new seeds to save lives. 
And market analysis with Dan Hueber. 
 
MTM #4510 - 10/25/19 at 8 p.m. 
The renewable fuels industry again gets a double dose of information… 
U.S. farmers look for global trade options in a political climate.   
And market analysis with Elaine Kub. 
 
MTM #4511 –11/1/19 at 8 p.m. 
The EPA gets an earful from the renewable fuels industry. 
Fire sweeps down the West Coast as snow stops harvest in the Midwest. 
Farmers add value to their wares in an urban setting. 
And market analysis with Shawn Hackett. 
 
MTM #4512 – 11/8/19 at 10 p. m. 
Shorter propane supplies make for longer lines.  
A lawsuit seeking to curb farming practices moves ahead. 
The story of one agent who spent three decades catching agriculture’s bad guys. 
And market analysis with Naomi Blohm. 
 
MTM #4513 – 11/15/19 at 8 p.m. 
Weather puts a slow harvest further behind. 
How one farmer won a six-year battle with the government. 
And market analysis with Matt Bennett. 
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MTM #4514 –11/22/19 at 8 p.m. 
As harvest nears the finish line, Congress does a credit check 
Biofuel proponents take their comments to the top. 
After his release from prison, a cattle producer is again in trouble with the law. 
And market analysis with Mark Gold. 
 
 
MTM #4515 – 11/29/19 at 8 p.m. 
Global emissions and temperatures climb - again. 
Cracking open a wild North American market. 
And commodity market analysis with Elaine Kub. 
 
MTM #4516 – 12/6/19 at 8 p.m. 
Japan gives U.S. farmers an early holiday gift. 
An East Coast matchmaker puts farmers and landowners together. 
And commodity market analysis with Sue Martin. 
 
MTM #4517 – 12/13/19 at 8 p.m. 
As a deadline approaches with China, the U.S. signals a deal without details. 
USMCA clears another hurdle with a finish likely in 2020. 
The Administration vows to keep a promise made on renewable fuels. 
And commodity market analysis with John Roach. 
 
MTM #4518 – 12/20/19 at 8 p.m. 
A promise made is a promise derailed. 
Making the farm more efficient by growing the talent pool. 
And commodity market analysis with Jeff French. 
 
MTM #4519 – 12/27/19 at 8 p.m. 
The wind energy gains credit and presidential attention. 
The boom and bust cycles of the emerging hemp industry. 
And commodity market analysis with Tomm Pfitzenmaier. 
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IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION 

QUARTERLY PROGRAM TOPIC REPORT 
Report Covering 10/1/19 – 12/31/19 

 
 
 

 

Agriculture 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012709 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/28/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, about 204 million pounds 
of turkey meat will be thrown away this Thanksgiving. That’s an estimated $293 
million worth. As we continue our look at innovative solutions to food waste 
across the country, NPR’s Allison Aubrey visits a state that is keeping its 
food waste out of landfills by sending it to farms to turn it into 
electricity. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012714 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/5/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Farmworkers face major challenges when it comes to staying healthy. They often 
spend hours daily performing physical labor that taxes the body, while 
language barriers and lack of employer-paid health insurance complicate their 
access to care. But the Southeast Arizona Area Health Education Center is 
working on a unique way to improve health care for these workers. Anikka 
Abbott has the story. 
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Alcohol, Drug Abuse 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012677 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/15/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

"The opioid epidemic is the greatest public health crisis of our generation," 
says clinical psychologist Navdeep Kang. But, he says, a lot of people 
struggle to get access to care, facing long wait times, when addiction should 
be treated just like any other chronic health condition. Kang gives his Brief 
but Spectacular take on rethinking addiction treatment. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012680 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/18/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Monday was supposed to be the start of a landmark trial against drug companies 
and distributors. But before arguments could start, several companies 
announced a $260 million settlement with two Ohio counties. With lawsuits 
still pending from thousands of communities, can a bigger national settlement 
be reached? William Brangham talks with Lenny Bernstein of The Washington Post 
for more. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012704 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/21/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

With thousands sickened and 47 dead from a mysterious lung illness linked to 
vaping, teenage use of electronic cigarettes is still surging. As the health 
risks grow, pressure is building on President Trump to take action, with 
particular focus on limiting the flavored tobacco products that appeal to 
kids. William Brangham reports and talks to Matthew Myers of the Campaign for 
Tobacco-Free Kids. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012711 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/2/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The U.S. opioid epidemic has taken hundreds of thousands of lives. A reckoning 
for the manufacturers, marketers and distributors of these drugs has now begun 
-- but despite several multibillion dollar settlements, some states and 
municipalities say accountability and transparency for the companies is 
lacking. Casey Ross of STAT News joins Amna Nawaz to discuss Purdue Pharma and 
the Sackler family. 
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American History/Biography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NAAM  101-104 

Series Title:    Native America 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/17/19  1-5 p.m. 

Length:          240 

Segment:     

Format:  

NATIVE AMERICA is a four-part PBS series that challenges everything we thought we knew about the 

Americas before and since contact with Europe. It travels through 15,000-years to showcase massive cities, 

unique systems of science, art, and writing, and 100 million people connected by social networks and 

spiritual beliefs spanning two continents. The series reveals some of the most advanced cultures in human 

history and the Native American people who created it and whose legacy continues, unbroken, to this day. 

The series explores this extraordinary world through an unprecedented combination of cutting edge science 

and traditional indigenous knowledge. It is NATIVE AMERICA as never seen before-featuring sacred 

rituals filmed for the first time, history changing scientific discoveries, and rarely heard voices from the 

living legacy of Native American culture. NATIVE AMERICA rediscovers a past whose splendor and 

sophistication is only now being realized, and whose story has for too long remained untold. Emmy-award 

winning cinematographers and Academy Award nominated animators bring to life towering pyramids, 

sprawling empires, and incredible indigenous legends. NATIVE AMERICA reveals a unifying belief that 

inspires these diverse cultures - people are deeply connected to earth, sky, water, and all living things. This 

belief is rooted in millennia of living on this land and continues to resonate in the lives of Native 

Americans to this day. 

    

NOLA Code:         HBI  000101 

Series Title:    Historical Buildings of Iowa: Des Moines 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/2/19  6:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Explore the architecture and history of the Iowa State Capitol, Terrace 

Hill Governor’s Mansion, World Food Prize Headquarters, Hoyt Sherman 

Place and Salisbury House. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012705 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/22/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In 2013, billionaire investor, businessman and philanthropist David Rubenstein 
set out an ambitious plan to moderate conversations with prominent historians 
before an audience of bipartisan lawmakers. The goal: help members of Congress 
become more knowledgeable about the past -- so they are better equipped to 
govern our future. Rubenstein joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the project's 
outcome. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         INLE  001806 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title: The Witness 

Distributor:       Pbs 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/15/19  11 P.M. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Kitty Genovese became synonymous with apathy after news that she was stabbed 
to death on a New York City street while 38 witnesses did nothing. Forty years 
later, her brother decides to find the truth. He uncovers a lie that 
transformed his life, condemned a city and defined an era. 
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Arts 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NCB  000000 

Series Title:    The Nutcracker Ballet – Quad Cities 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/20/19  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Performed at the historic Adler Theatre in Davenport, Iowa, The 

Nutcracker is an enchanting holiday tradition. Ballet Quad Cities 

brings beloved characters Clara, the Nutcracker Prince, the Rat King 

and the Sugar Plum Fairy to life with beautiful costumes and 

spectacular dance. Orchestra Iowa adds can extra bit of magic as they 

accompany the dancers live . Filmed on location December 8, 2012. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012669 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In the past, China was better known for producing 75 percent of the world’s 
art knockoffs than for its own creative innovation. Today, that is changing, 
as Chinese artists are reviving what they call the country’s “cultural 
aristocracy” by producing original art. Special correspondent Katrina Yu 
reports on the artistic, cultural and political implications of China’s 
creative resurgence. 
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NOLA Code:         NOVA  004621 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title: Decoding da Vinci 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/13/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

How was Leonardo da Vinci able to think so far "outside the box" that he 
envisaged developments in engineering, astronomy, and anatomy that were only 
realized centuries later? The list of da Vinci's "firsts" is astonishing: he 
asserted that "the sun does not move" more than a generation before 
Copernicus; he reasoned that fatty deposits in narrowed arteries were caused 
by an unhealthy diet; he drew the first designs for a parachute, armored car, 
machine gun, diving suit, helicopter, and a flying machine that anticipates 
the modern hang glider, not to mention history's first humanoid robot. His 
inventions and insights have come down to us through his notebooks, each page 
packed with a profusion of ingenious ideas and breathtaking drawings but 
revealing little about his personal life or character. As a result, the man 
behind the Mona Lisa and a host of futuristic inventions remains a shadowy 
figure. Now, NOVA joins Walter Isaacson, author of the acclaimed recent 
biography, on a journey to Italy to explore the impact of da Vinci's art on 
his science and his science on his art. 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012722 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/17/19  5:30 P.M. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Author and illustrator Mo Willems has sold millions of children’s books and 
created beloved characters, including the Pigeon, Knuffle Bunny, and Elephant 
and Piggie. Now he’s the Kennedy Center’s first education artist-in-residence, 
making new kinds of work for both kids and adults. Correspondent Paul Solman 
talks to Willems about how he engages his audience. 
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Business/Industry 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012669 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A national strike by the United Auto Workers is now in its 18th day. The 
walkout of 46,000 employees affects more than 50 General Motors sites, and 
although the two sides continue to talk and are said to be making progress, 
several key issues remain to be resolved. William Brangham talks to Micki 
Maynard, a journalist who follows the automotive industry in Detroit, about 
the stakes for each side. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012671 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor: PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/7/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

It started with a tweet from the Houston Rockets' general manager -- words of 
support for the protests in Hong Kong -- that prompted swift backlash from 
Chinese financial backers. How the league then handled the conflict between 
its business in China and its approach toward free speech and human rights has 
set off a firestorm of reaction. Amna Nawaz talks with Mike Pesca, host of 
“The Gist.” 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012693 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/6/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

During California’s recent wildfires, the intentional blackouts PG&E 
implemented to reduce danger frustrated residents. The utility’s poorly 
maintained infrastructure is blamed for at least five previous fires. Now, the 
mayors of over a dozen California cities are suggesting PG&E should be sold to 
its customers. William Brangham talks to San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo, who 
first proposed the plan. 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012726 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/23/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

This year has been tough for Boeing. Last week, the aviation giant announced 
that due to ongoing safety issues, it was pausing production of the 737 Max, 
its fastest-selling plane ever. On Monday, the company’s board of directors 
fired CEO Dennis Muilenburg. John Yang talks to CNBC’s Phil LeBeau about a 
year of crisis, where Muilenberg went wrong and how incoming CEO David Calhoun 
must "reset." 
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Child Abuse 
 

    
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012667 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The number of horrific images of sexual abuse against children being posted on 
the Internet has exploded in recent years. A New York Times investigation 
found that technology platforms like Facebook and Google reported some 45 
million videos and photos last year — more than double the amount from the 
year before. Amna Nawaz discusses the problem with Donna Rice Hughes of Enough 
Is Enough. 
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Community Politics, Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         RSAL  000000 

Series Title:    Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle - A Voces Special 
Presentation 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/4/19  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

This documentary examines the life and mysterious death of pioneering Mexican-
American journalist Ruben Salazar. At the heart of the story is his 
transformation from a mainstream, establishment Los Angeles Times reporter to 
a supporter and primary chronicler of the radical Chicano movement of the late 
1960s. Killed by a law enforcement officer in 1970, Salazar became an instant 
martyr to the Latino community — which had often criticized his reporting. 
Featuring material from recently released files, the program removes Salazar 
from the glare of myth and martyrdom and offers a clear-eyed look at the man. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         INLE  002102 
Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       Decade of Fire 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

1/10/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war 
zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and 
other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords 
and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated 
forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half 
million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story 
of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a 
better future for their children. 
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003802 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/1/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

A year since the murder of columnist Jamal Khashoggi, an investigation into 
the Saudi Crown Prince. His vision for the future, his handling of dissent, 
and his ties to Khashoggi's murder. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012672 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/8/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Supreme Court heard arguments Tuesday in what may become a landmark case 
on the workplace rights of LGBTQ Americans. Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act bars employers from discriminating against employees on the basis of sex -
- but does it also protect against discrimination for sexual orientation or 
gender identity? William Brangham talks to Marcia Coyle of the National Law 
Journal. 
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NOLA Code:         FRON  003619 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       On the President's Orders 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/8/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The story of President Duterte's campaign against drug dealers and addicts in 
the Philippines. Told with unprecedented and intimate access to both sides of 
the bloody war - the Manila police and an ordinary family from the slums. 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003714 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Supreme Revenge 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/15/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Inside the no-holds-barred war for control of the Supreme Court. From Brett 
Kavanaugh to Robert Bork, an investigation of how a 30-year-old grievance 
transformed the Court and turned confirmations into bitter, partisan 
conflicts. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003806 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Kids Caught in the Crackdown 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/12/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Exposing the traumatic stories of migrant children detained under Trump's 
immigration policies. An investigation with The Associated Press into the mass 
confinement of migrant children. Also, a report on the sexual exploitation of 
women in Iraq. 
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Culture 
 

 

NOLA Code:         BOR 000000H 

Series Title:    Norman Borlaug: Journey to Statuary Hall 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/20/19  3 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  

From the cornfields of Iowa to an artist’s studio in South Dakota to the foundries of California to the 

marble halls of Congress, Iowa Public Television documents the artistic journey of a larger than life icon. 

Set to represent one of Iowa’s two statues in the nation s Capitol, a bronze of legendary agrarian Norman 

Borlaug has painstakingly been developed for years.  

Iowa Public Television documents the work of sculptor Benjamin Victor and his drive to honor a man 

credited with saving more lives than any other human being. This story culminates in the statue’s March 

2014 debut in Washington D.C.’s Statuary Hall… fittingly on the 100-year anniversary of Norman 

Borlaug’s birth. 

    

NOLA Code:         AMDO  003212 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title:       América 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/13/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Life’s easy for Diego, who works in a surf shop and performs on the boardwalk 
for tourists. Yet when his grandmother América injures herself, and his 
father— América's sole caretaker—is imprisoned for negligence, Diego returns 
to his hometown of Colima, Mexico, to care for her with his brothers Rodrigo 
and Bruno. Caught between love and obligation, the eccentric trio clash over 
money. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012674 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/10/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

November marks the 50th anniversary of public television’s “Sesame Street," a 
cultural landmark widely praised for its approach to children’s programming. 
But beyond the songs and fun, "Sesame Street" does some serious work for those 
in need, providing special support and guidance for military families and 
addressing topics like autism and addiction. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         HHER  002019 

Series Title:    Hispanic Heritage Awards; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/11/19  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Hispanic Heritage Awards will honor five to seven individuals or 
organizations doing outstanding work in a variety of fields to benefit the 
Hispanic and Latinx community in the United States and abroad. The evening 
will feature award presentations for each of these honorees, as well as 
featured musical performances. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012691 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

According to the FBI, hate crimes are on the rise in the U.S. Studies also 
suggest white nationalist and white supremacist ideologies are spreading. 
Derek Black was raised in a household that espoused such beliefs, but during 
college, his views gradually evolved. Special correspondent Charlayne Hunter-
Gault talks with Black about his journey and the best way to help others find 
a similar path. 
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Economy 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012684 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/24/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

As 2019 enters its final quarter, protesters have taken to the streets in 
dozens of places worldwide. While circumstances differ from country to 
country, demonstrators are united in frustration with economic disparities -- 
and perceived government inaction to address them. Special correspondent Jane 
Ferguson and Nick Schifrin take a look at ongoing protests in Lebanon and 
Chile. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012703 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/20/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

More than 700 million people across the globe live on extremely low wages. 
This year, a trio of economists won the Nobel Prize for their work on 
addressing global poverty, using randomized control trials to test and improve 
social policy. Economics correspondent Paul Solman talks to two of those 
winners, husband-and-wife duo Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo, about their 
work. 
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NOLA Code:         FRON  003703 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Pension Gamble 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/10/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

See how state governments and Wall Street led America's public pensions into a 
$4 trillion hole. Correspondent Martin Smith investigates the consequences for 
teachers, police, firefighters and other public servants. Who will be held 
accountable? 
 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012729 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/26/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Economists Esther Duflo and Abhijit Banerjee won this year's Nobel Prize for 
their hard-nosed work on poverty, conducting experiments in developing 
nations, like Banerjee's native India. They wanted to see what actually works 
and what doesn't to improve the lives of the poor. But the married couple has 
also cast their critical eyes on the developed world and economic orthodoxy in 
their new book, "Good Economics for Hard Times." 
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Education 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012681 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/21/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

According to Boeing, 800,000 new pilots will be needed worldwide over the next 
20 years. In Bend, Oregon, a community college is preparing students to 
resolve this critical need — and cultivate their own career success. Special 
correspondent Cat Wise reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012686 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/28/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Baltimore has long struggled with poverty, crime, high unemployment and a low 
public high school graduation rate -- around 70 percent. But one charter 
school for sixth through twelfth graders is bucking that trend, graduating 95 
percent of seniors and sending them on to colleges or careers. Special 
correspondent Hari Sreenivasan reports on the unconventional curriculum of the 
Green Street Academy. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012691 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A college admissions scandal involving several celebrities has cast an ugly 
spotlight on how entry into higher education can be gamed. Standardized tests 
like the ACT and SAT are a key point in the saga, and they now face renewed 
scrutiny over their value — and their correlation to economic background. John 
Yang reports and talks to Jeff Selingo, author of several books on higher 
education. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         COLB  000101 Stacked 

Series Title:    College Behind Bars 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/25/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet the incarcerated men and women admitted to the rigorous Bard Prison 
Initiative (BPI). Some students make great strides academically, only to 
discover BPI keeps raising the bar. Being sent to solitary puts an education 
in jeopardy. 
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Environment/Nature/Geography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         ILS  000000 

Series Title:    Iowa Land and Sky 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/28/19  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Through aerial drone cinematography, this program features breathtaking 

bird's-eye perspectives, as well as beautiful close-ups of Iowa's 

landforms. 

    

NOLA Code:         ESAW  0000101 

Series Title:    Earth’s Sacred Wonders 

Episode Title:       House of the Divine 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/30/19  8 a.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format: Pledge event 

Journey to the world's landmark spiritual sites, captured in full glory 

with awe-inspiring visuals. Using the latest camera and drone 

technology, the program reveals the amazing scale, ingenuity and faith 

embodied in these remarkable places of worship. 
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NOLA Code:         NOVA  004608 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Inside the Megafire 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/2/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

From the front line of the Camp Fire, the deadliest wildfire in California 
history, NOVA tells the stories of residents who had to flee for their lives 
during the 2018 fire season. Scientists racing to understand what’s behind the 
rise of record-breaking megafires across the American West take to the forest, 
and even a fire lab, in search of answers. They investigate how forestry 
practices, climate change, and the physics of fire itself play a role in the 
dramatic increase in wildfires in recent decades. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WIME  000101 

Series Title:    Wild Metropolis 

Episode Title: Residents 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/2/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

From pythons in Bangkok to otters in Singapore, cities may seem unlikely 
havens for wildlife, but for animals able to adapt, the urban world is filled 
with opportunity. 
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NOLA Code:         LFAB  000102 
Series Title:    Life From Above 

Episode Title: Colorful Planet 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/30/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

See new footage of the greatest, most beautiful and powerful colors on our 
planet. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012691 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

President Trump announced Monday that in a year, the U.S. will formally 
withdraw from the Paris climate agreement. The global accord was signed in 
2015 by nearly 200 nations pledging to cut greenhouse gas emissions to slow 
the planet’s warming. Brookings Institution’s Todd Stern, who was chief 
climate negotiator during the Obama administration, joins William Brangham to 
discuss the fallout. 
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Family/Marriage 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FIYO  000307 

Series Title:    Finding Your Roots 

Episode Title: Family Reunions 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/22/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Uncover family mysteries about two legends of hip hop, Sean Combs and LL Cool 
J, through the use of DNA technology that reveals information that shakes 
their very foundations. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         FRON  003717 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       For Sama 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/19/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

The astonishing personal story of a young Syrian mother's perseverance through 
the siege of Aleppo. Told as a love letter from a mother to her daughter, the 
film explores the agonizing dilemma of whether to abandon Aleppo and the fight 
for freedom. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012721 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/16/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In recent years, the number of licensed in-home child care providers has 
declined about 20%. According to the Center for American Progress, half the 
U.S. population lives in areas lacking enough providers, with low-income 
families and communities of color disproportionately affected. But a new wave 
of startups aims to help parents and providers to connect. Special 
correspondent Cat Wise reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         VIAW  000101 

Series Title:    Victoria & Albert: The Wedding 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/22/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Join the experts preparing to reconstruct the wedding that changed history. As 
they get ready for the ceremony and investigate the stories behind the dress, 
food and music, they uncover astonishing details, and their challenge comes 
into focus. 
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Health/Health Care 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012669 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Since 2014, Flint, Michigan, has been synonymous with tainted water. Five 
years on, not all of the city's residents have access to safe water. Some wait 
for hours in line to obtain bottled water, while others deal with the physical 
and emotional fallout of exposure to high lead levels from corrosion of city 
pipes. John Yang reports from Flint on what has changed -- and what hasn’t. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012675 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/11/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

At age 61, Judi Polak is five years into a bleak diagnosis: Alzheimer’s 
disease. But last year she made medical history in a clinical trial, when a 
team of scientists, engineers and practitioners deployed a novel device to 
take aim at a big barrier in the fight against her illness. Science 
correspondent Miles O’Brien reports from Morgantown, West Virginia. 
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NOLA Code:         MEDW  000000 

Series Title:    Medicine Woman 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/2/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Medicine Woman, interweaves the lives of Native American women healers of 
today with the story of America’s first Native doctor, Susan La Flesche 
Picotte (1865-1915). The one-hour PBS documentary produced by and about women, 
features historic and contemporary profiles of female healers, starting with 
Susan La Flesche Picotte (1865-1915) of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012705 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/22/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Nearly 6 million Americans currently live with Alzheimer’s disease, and the 
number continues to rise. For many, this terminal diagnosis represents the 
start of a life with limitations. But as a program called Contemporary 
Journeys shows, it's a life that can still offer both great joy and meaningful 
experiences – through the power of art. Kate McDonald of Twin Cities PBS in 
Minneapolis reports. 
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Housing, Shelter 
 

 

NOLA Code:         INLE  002102 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:    Decade of Fire 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/10/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war 
zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and 
other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords 
and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated 
forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half 
million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story 
of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a 
better future for their children. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012701 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/18/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Detroit is known for the rhythms of Motown and the hum of automobile 
manufacturing plants. Now, one nonprofit is adding a new sound to this urban 
landscape: the buzzing of bees. Special correspondent Mary Ellen Geist reports 
on the efforts of Detroit Hives to reclaim some of the city’s vacant spaces -- 
while also leveraging the nutritional benefits of honey. 

 
  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012706 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/25/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
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In Sicily and across Italy, towns are on the brink of extinction. Locals have 
been leaving these picturesque communities, with their antique buildings and 
narrow roads, in search of economic opportunity, and few babies are being born 
there. Some towns are trying to lure new residents with the prospect of cheap 
real estate. Special correspondent Christopher Livesay reports on what one 
euro can buy. 
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Immigration/Refugees 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012669 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/3/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Trump administration’s policies around immigration and the U.S.-Mexico 
border have stirred major controversy for more than a year. Now a new book, 
“Border Wars,” examines how the administration implemented its “zero 
tolerance” policy and looked for other ways to keep migrants out of the 
country. Amna Nawaz talks to one of its co-authors, New York Times reporter 
Michael Shear. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003803 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Zero Tolerance 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/22/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

How Trump turn immigration into a powerful political weapon that fueled 
division and violence. Inside the effort by three insurgents to tap into 
populist anger, transform the GOP, and crack down on immigration. 
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NOLA Code:         RREP  000107 

Series Title:    Retro Report on PBS 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/28/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Understand immigration controversies that echo the past. Learn the truth about 
a lawsuit over hot coffee. Uncover the origin of special ops. See how risks 
are measured after Challenger. Andy Borowitz looks at Anita Bryant’s 
unintended influence. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012696 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/11/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Supreme Court heard arguments Tuesday on President Trump’s move to end 
protections for migrants brought to the U.S. illegally as children. The Obama-
era program, known as DACA, currently blocks some 660,000 people from 
deportation. National Law Journal’s Marcia Coyle and Bipartisan Policy 
Center’s Theresa Cardinal Brown join Amna Nawaz to discuss the legal 
considerations and potential fallout. 
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Media 
 

 

NOLA Code:         RSAL  000000 
Series Title:    Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle - A Voces Special 

Presentation 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/4/19  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

This documentary examines the life and mysterious death of pioneering Mexican-
American journalist Ruben Salazar. At the heart of the story is his 
transformation from a mainstream, establishment Los Angeles Times reporter to 
a supporter and primary chronicler of the radical Chicano movement of the late 
1960s. Killed by a law enforcement officer in 1970, Salazar became an instant 
martyr to the Latino community — which had often criticized his reporting. 
Featuring material from recently released files, the program removes Salazar 
from the glare of myth and martyrdom and offers a clear-eyed look at the man. 
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Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
 

NOLA Code:         RSAL  000000 
Series Title:    Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle - A Voces Special 

Presentation 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/4/19  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

This documentary examines the life and mysterious death of pioneering Mexican-
American journalist Ruben Salazar. At the heart of the story is his 
transformation from a mainstream, establishment Los Angeles Times reporter to 
a supporter and primary chronicler of the radical Chicano movement of the late 
1960s. Killed by a law enforcement officer in 1970, Salazar became an instant 
martyr to the Latino community — which had often criticized his reporting. 
Featuring material from recently released files, the program removes Salazar 
from the glare of myth and martyrdom and offers a clear-eyed look at the man. 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         AMEX  001208 

Series Title:    Jubilee Singers: Sacrifice and Glory: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/19/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: Jubilee Singers: Sacrifice and Glory is a documentary 
about a group of unknown singers from Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee.  
The Jubilee Singers perform at many public events trying win the heart of the 
nation.  Two members of this group are former slaves and others still in their 
teens.  They sing spirituals such as "Steal Away" and religious anthems of 
slavery.  Music historians, Horace Clarence Boyer, John Hope Franklin, Toni 
Anderson, and Katherine Preston, give insight on the Jubilee Singers and their 
success across the nation. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012692 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/5/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Since 2012, the families of several unarmed young American black men shot to 
death by police in high-profile incidents have turned to civil rights attorney 
Ben Crump in pursuit of justice. Crump has now written a book arguing these 
killings are the consequences of a flawed and racist criminal justice system. 
Yamiche Alcindor talks to Crump about “Open Season: Legalized Genocide of 
Colored People.” 
 

 

NOLA Code:         INLE  002102 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       Decade of Fire 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/10/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war 
zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and 
other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords 
and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated 
forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half 
million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story 
of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a 
better future for their children. 
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National Politics/Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         PCC  000104 

Series Title:    IPTV Presents Conversations with Presidential Candidates hosted by DMACC 

Episode Title: Senator Kamala Harris 

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/1/19  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

IPTV Presents Conversations with Presidential Candidates Hosted by 

DMACC...a town hall discussion between Iowa Public Television's David 

Yepsen and Presidential candidates concerning business and economic 

issues confronting Iowa and America in the 21st century. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012667 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

While Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Tuesday pushed back on demands by 
House Democrats for testimony and documents related to the Ukraine 
investigation, Republican Sen. Chuck Grassley defended the whistleblower who 
filed a complaint about President Trump’s actions. Lisa Desjardins and Yamiche 
Alcindor join Judy Woodruff for more developments. 
 
According to The Washington Post, Attorney General William Barr has been 
personally visiting with foreign leaders to encourage them to help out with an 
investigation that President Trump hopes will discredit special counsel Robert 
Mueller’s Russia probe. William Brangham talks with Devlin Barrett of The 
Washington Post to untangle the many threads of the story. 
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   NOLA Code:         MLNH  012670 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/4/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The IRS conducts annual audits of the president’s and vice president’s tax 
returns in a process intended to be protected from politics. But now, a 
whistleblower is alleging that at least one political appointee at the 
Treasury Department interfered with it. William Brangham talks to The 
Washington Post’s Jeff Stein about the “potentially dangerous” implications of 
such political involvement. 
    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012699 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/14/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Marie Yovanovitch, who served as U.S. ambassador to Ukraine until she was 
abruptly recalled in May of this year, testified publicly as part of the 
impeachment inquiry on Friday. As Yovanovitch answered questions about why 
President Trump had dismissed her, Trump took to Twitter to launch new attacks 
against her. Lisa Desjardins, Nick Schifrin and Yamiche Alcindor join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss. 

     

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012720 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/13/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The House Judiciary Committee has passed two articles of impeachment against 
President Trump. In the rancorous committee, even the vote's timing was 
partisan and fraught, as Chair Jerry Nadler pushed the expected Thursday night 
vote into Friday. But in a potential Senate trial, the schedule could be up to 
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and the GOP. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy 
Woodruff to discuss. 
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Nuclear Issues/WMD 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012730 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/27/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

While the United States keeps up its maximum pressure campaign on Iran, 
tensions are building within Iran as mass protests there continue to grow. 
Meanwhile, for the first time, Iran is engaged in joint naval exercises with 
both Russia and China simultaneously. Amna Nawaz talks to Rand Corporation’s 
Ariane Tabatabai about how these events are connected to U.S. withdrawal from 
the nuclear treaty. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012732 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/31/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Tuesday, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un announced he is 
ending a moratorium on nuclear and long-range missile testing. He also said 
his military will soon unveil a new strategic weapon, and that his country 
will not give up its nuclear program unless the U.S. changes policy. 
Meanwhile, dignitaries in Seoul, South Korea, rang the peace bell at midnight 
as crowds waved lights. 
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Poverty/Hunger 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WFP  002019 

Series Title:    2019 World Food Prize 

Episode Title:       Simon N. Groot 

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/17/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

The World Food Prize is an international award recognizing the achievements of individuals 
who have advanced human development by improving the quality, quantity, or availability of 
food in the world. Since 1987, the prize has been awarded annually to recognize 
contributions in any field involved in the world food supply: food and agriculture science and 
technology, manufacturing, marketing, nutrition, economics, poverty alleviation, political 
leadership, and the social sciences.  
Conceived by Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Norman Borlaug, the prize emphasizes the 
importance of a nutritious and sustainable food supply for all people. Borlaug saw the prize 
as a means of establishing role models who would inspire others. 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012729 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/26/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Economists Esther Duflo and Abhijit Banerjee won this year's Nobel Prize for 
their hard-nosed work on poverty, conducting experiments in developing 
nations, like Banerjee's native India. They wanted to see what actually works 
and what doesn't to improve the lives of the poor. But the married couple has 
also cast their critical eyes on the developed world and economic orthodoxy in 
their new book, "Good Economics for Hard Times." 
 

For over a month, the United Nations has been sounding the alarm about the 
growing food crisis in Zimbabwe. It's estimated that 60 percent of the 
population doesn't have access to adequate food. 
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Recreation/Leisure/Sports 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012668 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/2/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Recreational and competitive sports played by people with disabilities are 
growing in popularity, and the skill levels of the athletes are rising. One of 
the more established adaptive sports is wheelchair tennis. William Brangham 
went to the U.S. Open in New York recently to hear what some of the top 
players of this now 40-year-old sport have learned on and off the court. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012671 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/7/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

It started with a tweet from the Houston Rockets' general manager -- words of 
support for the protests in Hong Kong -- that prompted swift backlash from 
Chinese financial backers. How the league then handled the conflict between 
its business in China and its approach toward free speech and human rights has 
set off a firestorm of reaction. Amna Nawaz talks with Mike Pesca, host of 
“The Gist.” 
 

  

NOLA Code:         INLE  001903 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       Supergirl 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/29/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet Naomi, a seemingly ordinary Orthodox Jewish preteen from New Jersey whose 
extraordinary talent breaking world powerlifting records turns her into an 
international phenomenon in this unique coming-of-age story. 
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Religion/Ethics 
 

 

NOLA Code:         VSKN  000000H 

Series Title:    18 Voices Sing Kol Nidre 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       NETA 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/6/19  5 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The program explores the Kol Nidre, the most sacred prayer in Judaism that begins its holiest day of Yom 
Kippur.  
The Kol Nidre's words have caused centuries of persecution, but its poignant melody has enthralled 
generations of Jews and non-Jews and saved the prayer from itself.  
The program tells the Kol Nidre story impressionistically through the tales, the anecdotes, of those who 
have been touched by it, be they top experts on the chant or just those who have been changed by 
chanting it. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012683 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/23/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Andrew Brunson, an American pastor imprisoned in Turkey for two years, 
inspired global prayers for his safe release. Now, he’s written a book, “God’s 
Hostage,” about the ordeal, which hardened American relations with NATO ally 
Turkey. Nick Schifrin talks to Pastor Brunson and New Hampshire Senator Jeanne 
Shaheen, who advocated for Brunson’s release, about faith, despair and 
diplomacy. 
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NOLA Code:         NOVA  004620 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title: Dead Sea Scroll Detectives 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/6/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Dead Sea Scrolls are one of the greatest archeological finds of all time. 
First discovered in a cave by a Bedouin shepherd boy in 1947, these fragile 
parchment relics were written around the time of Christ two millennia ago and 
include the oldest known versions of the Hebrew Bible. They not only reveal 
that early Judaism was far richer and more varied than previously thought, but 
also hold vital clues to the birth of Christianity. But who compiled them and 
do more scrolls await discovery? While certain scrolls have survived intact, 
others have been ravaged by time-burnt, decayed, or torn into pieces and 
remain an enigma. Now, scientists are using new technologies to read the 
unreadable, solve mysteries that have endured for millennia, and even discover 
million-dollar fakes! 

 

NOLA Code:         ESAW  000101 

Series Title:    Earth's Sacred Wonders 

Episode Title:       House of the Divine 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/30/19  8 a.m. 

Length:           

Segment:     

Format:  

Across every continent on Earth, religious belief has driven people to 
extraordinary acts of creativity. It still does. The scale, intricacy, 
ingenuity and total dedication they embody makes them amongst the most 
breathtaking places on the planet. Some are awe-inspiring buildings, some are 
inspired by their natural surroundings and some are the focus for spectacular 
ceremonies. This series examines the most phenomenal sacred wonders on the 
planet, each told through engaging characters facing compelling challenges. 
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Science/Technology 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012667 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/1/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Chinese 5G technology is designed to transmit huge amounts of data instantly, 
and deploy vast networks of surveillance cameras and facial recognition 
software. While dozens of countries around the world plan to adopt the 
innovation, human rights advocates and the U.S. are sounding the alarm. Nick 
Schifrin reports as part of "China: Power and Prosperity," with support from 
the Pulitzer Center. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         NAAT  003701 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:       Octopus: Making Contact 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/2/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Follow an Alaskan professor as he raises and studies a pet octopus in his 
home, making remarkable discoveries about its extraordinary intelligence, 
personality and skills. Octopuses are able to recognize faces and interact 
with other individuals. 
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NOLA Code:         NOVA  004421 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Day the Dinosaurs Died 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/9/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Investigate how an asteroid vanquished the dinosaurs 66 million years ago. 
Join scientists as they drill into the impact crater and, for the first time, 
reconstruct the hell on earth that unfolded in the minutes, hours and months 
after the impact. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         LFAB  000101 

Series Title:    Life From Above 

Episode Title:       Moving Planet 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/23/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Cameras in space tell stories of life on our planet from a brand new 
perspective, revealing its incredible movements. 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003805 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       In the Age of AI 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/5/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

The promise and perils of AI; from fears about work and privacy to rivalry 
between the US and China. A new industrial revolution that will reshape and 
disrupt our lives, our jobs and our world, and allow the emergence of the 
surveillance society. 
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Transportation 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AMEX  002903 

Series Title:    Race Underground: American Experience; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/12/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Learn how America’s first subway, in Boston, overcame a litany of engineering 
challenges, the greed-driven interests of businessmen and the great fears of 
its citizenry to create a rapid transit system soon replicated throughout the 
country. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012721 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/16/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Monday, Boeing said it will temporarily suspend production on 
its 737 Max airliners in January. The plane was grounded worldwide in March 
after two crashes killed a total of 346 people; an FAA review is ongoing. 
Also, the Trump administration sought to reassure Mexico after it objected to 
having U.S. officials monitor enforcement of Mexican labor laws as part of a 
new trade pact. 
 

 
     

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012722 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/17/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Earlier this fall, Boeing said it expected its 737 Max jets to fly again in 
January 2020. But as a Federal Aviation Administration investigation continues 
and concerns about the plane’s safety persist, the aerospace giant has 
announced it is pausing its production instead. Miles O’Brien joins Judy 
Woodruff to discuss effects on the aviation industry and why the FAA itself 
has come under scrutiny. 
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War/Veterans/National Security 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IRV  000000H 

Series Title:    Iowans Remember Vietnam 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/10/19  2:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Iowans Remember Vietnam examines one of the most turbulent times in 

American history from the perspective of those who were there. This 

IPTV-produced documentary also chronicles the simultaneous battle at 

home, where thousands of young people took to the streets to 

demonstrate their strident opposition to the war. Iowans Remember 

Vietnam explores the causes -- and outcomes -- of both conflicts. From 

the first U.S. advisors in Vietnam; through the deployment of combat 

troops; to the fall of Saigon; Iowans Remember Vietnam counts the cost 

of an often misunderstood conflict, in which 115,000 Iowans served 

their country and 859 made the ultimate sacrifice. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012671 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/7/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A day after the White House announced that President Trump was withdrawing all 
U.S. forces on the Syrian-Turkish border, U.S. bases there are deserted. 
Trump's abrupt decision now potentially puts the Kurdish-led, American-
supported Syrian Democratic Forces directly in harm's way of Turkish forces -- 
and the Capitol Hill reaction has been bipartisan and blistering. Amna Nawaz 
reports. 
 
The U.S. military is on the way out of northeastern Syria, and it appears that 
Turkish forces are on their way in. What does President Trump's decision to 
withdraw troops mean for Syria and Kurdish forces? Amna Nawaz gets reaction 
from former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta and former National Security 
Council staff member Steve Simon. 
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NOLA Code:         WATN  000000 

Series Title:    Warrior Tradition; The 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/11/19  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Warrior Tradition tells the astonishing, heartbreaking, inspiring, and 
largely-untold story of Native Americans in the United States military. Why 
would Indian men and women put their lives on the line for the very government 
that took their homelands? The film relates the stories of Native American 
warriors from their own points of view – stories of service and pain, of 
courage and fear. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012715 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/6/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In a blockbuster story representing the culmination of several years of 
investigation and pursuit of government documents, The Washington Post reports 
that U.S. officials have been misleading the American public about the war in 
Afghanistan for the past 18 years. John Yang talks to The Washington Post’s 
Craig Whitlock, lead reporter on the story, about what the classified document 
trove revealed. 
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Women 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MEDW  000000H 

Series Title:    Medicine Woman 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBSPL 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/3/19  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Medicine Woman, interweaves the lives of Native American women healers 

of today with the story of America's first Native doctor, Susan La 

Flesche Picotte (1865-1915). The one-hour PBS documentary produced by 

and about women, features historic and contemporary profiles of female 

healers, starting with Susan La Flesche Picotte (1865-1915) of the 

Omaha Tribe of Nebraska. 

    

NOLA Code:         AMMS  002207 

Series Title:    Louisa May Alcott: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/29/19  1 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Examine the literary double life of this celebrated author, who wrote 

scandalous works under a pseudonym. Elizabeth Marvel and Jane Alexander 

star. 
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NOLA Code:         AFMM  000000 

Series Title:    Aretha Franklin Remembered (My Music) 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PFP 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/30/19  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format: Pledge Event 

Celebrate the legendary Queen of Soul and the first woman inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame 

with her greatest hits from television appearances spanning the 1960s-2000s, many of which have never 

been seen in the U.S. 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003606 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Weinstein 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/17/19  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

How the Hollywood mogul allegedly sexually harassed and abused dozens of women 
over four decades. With allegations going back to Weinstein's early years, the 
film investigates the elaborate ways he and those around him tried to silence 
his accusers. 
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Youth 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IGV  601-605 

Series Title:    Iowa Girls High School State Volleyball Championships 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/15/19  10 a.m. – 9 p.m. 

Length:          11 hours 

Segment:     

Format: Live sports event 

 

 

NOLA Code:         ASM  002019 

Series Title:    All-State Music Festival 2019 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

11/28/19  7 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

The All-State Music Festival is an annual event that features some of Iowa’s finest high school 
musicians and vocalists. This event is at Hilton Coliseum and records performances by Iowa high 
school students who were selected to be part of the All-State Band, Chorus and Orchestra. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012683 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

10/23/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The concept of orphanages has long been considered outdated in developed 
countries. In the developing world, however, these institutions still house 
hundreds of thousands of children. But the surprising reality is that the 
parents of most of these children are actually still alive. Special 
correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports from Cambodia as part of his series 
Agents for Change. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012723 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 
Date/Time: 

12/18/19  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

After a historic turnout from Generation Z in the 2018 midterm elections, 
Democratic presidential candidates are heavily courting young voters. Our 
Student Reporting Labs reached out to teenagers around the country to 
understand what issues they care about and what questions they would like to 
hear the candidates answer at the NewsHour/Politico debate on Thursday. 
 

 

 


